The Institute for Multiscale Modeling of Biological Interactions (IMMBI) has two primary goals:
the Institute if DOE had renewed funding for the program for another three years. This growth in faculty was clear evidence of the high level of interest and enthusiasm generated by the program in its first three years. The additional breadth that was added to the research portfolio enhanced the programmatic offerings for the fellows, as and enabled the Institute to address additional research areas. The addition of five faculty in the second three years was geared to establish and maintain a critical mass of participants at institutions other than Johns brought a specific new dimension to the program by providing expertise in high performance computingresearch resources, both human and hardware, as well as instructional facilities -as well as by involving faculty with experience using high performance computing as a research tool for computational biology.
During the initial three-year funding period, IMMBI grew to include 21 pre-doctoral fellows, 8 post-doctoral fellows. The high quality of the applicant pool of pre-doctoral fellows and the exceptionally high acceptance rate exceeded our expectations. Details of our recruiting activities are described in our first Annual Progress Report (April 2005) . A distinguishing feature of the pre-doctoral fellows is the diversity of their educational backgrounds in science and engineering, as seen in the following list of the pre-doctoral fellows with their undergraduate affiliations and degrees: We also recruited a talented group of eight post-doctoral fellows for the specific goal to initiate new research collaborations between IMMBI faculty. The post-doctoral fellows are listed below with their Ph.D. research disciplines, academic affiliations, faculty co-mentors, and a brief statement of their research project.
• Olga Lubman, Ph.D. in Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics from Washington University, worked in the Barrick and Levchenko labs. She studied Notch signaling pathways at multiple scales using a variety of computational and experimental approaches.
• Erdinc Atilgan, Ph.D. in Physics from the University of Southern California, worked in the Sun and Schafer labs. He used molecular continuum models of actin-driven cell motility to describe actin network patterns observed during motility and explain their origins.
• Angela Liu, Ph.D. in Computational Chemistry from Carnegie Mellon University, worked in the Bader and Gray labs. She applied course-grained statistical models and all-atom molecular simulations to study DNA recognition by transcription factors
• Jay Jeong, Ph.D. in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering from Seoul National University, worked in the Chirikjian and Rose labs. He applied coarse-grained normal mode analysis and molecular simulations to study contributions by dynamics to the stability and function of thermophilic proteins.
• Nick Panasik, Ph.D. in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology from Penn State University, worked in the Rose and Chirikjian labs. He used computational methods of directed evolution to study the specificity of folds of proteins.
• Dilip Asthagiri, Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering from the University of Delaware, worked in the Paulaitis and Pratt labs. He applied ab initio and classical molecular dynamics simulations and continuum models to study interactions between metal ions and peptides.
• Nick Fitzkee, Ph.D. in Biophysics from Johns Hopkins, worked in the Garcia-Moreno and Rose labs. He used continuum electrostatics and statistical thermodynamic models to study the character of electrostatic forces in unstructured and unfolded proteins.
• Jindal Shah, Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering from the University of Notre Dame, worked in the Paulaitis, Pratt, and Asthagiri labs. He applied statistical thermodynamic theory and molecular dynamics simulations to study the effects of hydration on peptide binding to proteins and peptide-mediated protein-protein interactions.
During the three years of DOE funding, these pre-doctoral and post-doctoral fellows have coauthored 27 research papers that have been published in scientific journals to date. In addition, they have contributed research results to 18 presentations or invited talks given at national and international meetings through the first three years of the program. Lists of these publications and presentations plus invited talks are given below. The substantial number of publications in the initial stages of this program and the quality of the scientific journals in which they appear reflect the high productivity of the IMMBI research enterprise, as well as the high quality of the research that is continues in the Institute without DOE support. "Role of flexibility and polarity as determinants of the hydration of internal cavities and pockets in proteins," Biophys. J., 93:2791.
Research Publications
Another example was the post-doctoral fellowship for Asthagiri, which was funded jointly by IMMBI and Los Alamos National Laboratory with the goal to strengthen interactions between researchers at LANL and IMMBI. Following his postdoctoral appointment, Dr. Asthagiri was hired as an Assistant Professor at Johns Hopkins, which had the desired effect of consolidating several existing research collaborations among an even larger group of IMMBI faculty at the University Delaware (Lenhoff), Ohio State University (Paulaitis), LANL (Pratt), and Hopkins (Asthagiri). Another notable accomplishment during the first three years of the program was the development of five new courses by IMMBI faculty designed to introduce pre-doctoral fellows to fundamental principles of biochemistry, cell and molecular biology, and to a broad range of computational methods for multiscale modeling of complex biological systems and processes:
Presentations and Invited Talks on Research Conducted by IMMBI Fellows
• Biological Principles for Physical Scientists (Garcia-Moreno and Barrick) Introduction to modern biology at cellular and subcellular levels, focusing on molecular and cell biology and biochemistry. Course is for individuals with engineering and physical sciences background with little or no exposure to biology or chemistry. It is meant to give a basic biological framework for quantitative computational and physical studies of biological problems.
• Engineering Modeling and Analysis for Biological Systems (Paulaitis and Iglesias) Introduction to multiscale models and simulations with an emphasis on surveying engineering methods for describing the behavior of biological systems and networks from cells to organs. The course objective is to familiarize students with the wide array of quantitative approaches applicable to biological computations within the context of multiscale modeling and analysis.
• Molecular Modeling of Biological Interactions (Paulaitis and Gray) A survey course on quantitative analytical methods and computational approaches for modeling molecular interactions in biological systems. Topics include: ab initio and semi-empirical quantum mechanical methods, molecular simulations, molecular models of protein-protein interactions, non-equilibrium statistical mechanics models of dynamics, computational mechanics of biological macromolecules, bioinformatics approaches to structure prediction, network analysis for protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions.
• Short Course on Multiscale Modeling and Simulations (Vlachos and Edwards) A modular course on multiscale modeling and simulation related, but not limited, to biological systems. The modules are: Markov processes, averaging, coarse graining; hybrid multiscale simulation; multiscale aspects of biological systems; multiscale stochastic modeling; membrane biology; signal transduction pathways; rule-based modeling of biochemical systems. Lecture notes and videotapes are available at: http://www.che.udel.edu/ccst
• Biological Control Systems (Ogunnaike) This course explores the principles and methods by which the mammalian organism maintains stable, efficient and "near-optimal" performance, and homeostasis in the face of external and internal perturbations. The distinct biological systems responsible for this overall task range from physiological, to cellular, and sub-cellular. The course presents a control engineering perspective of the function, organization, and coordination of these multi-scale biological control systems.
The modeling courses were filmed and made web-accessible along with the course material so that fellows at all participating IMMBI institutions could view the lectures and study the course material. There were also many elective courses offered by the IMMBI faculty that were taken by postdoctoral and pre-doctoral fellows depending on their specific educational backgrounds needs, and interests:
• Computational Mechanics of Biological Macromolecules. (Chirikjian) We examine numerical methods for modeling shape fluctuations in biomolecules using coursegrained elastic network models. No prior knowledge of biochemistry or molecular biology is required. Knowledge of linear algebra and differential equations is required. A basic understanding of Newtonian and Lagrangian dynamics will be helpful, but will be reviewed.
• Introduction to Biomolecular and Nanoscale Simulation. (Gray) This course aims to teach fundamental concepts and techniques underyling the simulation of biomolecular and nonscale systems on the time and length scales that correspond to the assembly of components intro supramolecular structures. We will examine the forces relevant at the nanoscale, motions experienced by biomacromolecules or other nanoscale components, and methodologies for capturing behavior efficiently.
• Molecular Simulations and Multiscale Modeling. (Gray and Drazer) This course gives an introduction to modern numerical methods for calculating thermodynamics, transport and structural properties of complex systems in chemical and biomolecular engineering. The first part of the course will focus on molecular level simulations, their applications and limitations. The second part will emphasize the need for multiscale models to address the multiplicity of length and time scales in complex systems. Mesoscopic models will be investigated as a first step into multiscale models. Current methods to bridge the gap between atomistic simulations and macroscopic methods will be presented in case studies.
• Computer Modeling of Biological Macromolecules Lecture. (Amzel, Garcia-Moreno, Rose, Shortle and Woolf) Lectures will offer an introduction to the mathematical aspects of computer representation and manipulation of macromolecules followed by discussions of important topics in the computational chemistry of macromolecules including: forces and potential fields, molecular mechanics, Monte Carlo methods and others. A laboratory course can be taken simultaneously as a complement.
• Computer Modeling of Biological Macromolecules Lab. (Bianchet and Amzel) The laboratory will introduce users to the commercial package Quanta and to the public domain programs for modeling, energy minimization, docking and other techniques. The lecture course can be taken simultaneously.
• Biostatistics for Laboratory Scientists. (Ruczinski) Introduces the basic concepts and methods of statistics with applications in the experimental biological sciences.
• Proteins and Nucleic Acids. (Rose) This course emphasizes structural thermodynamics of proteins and nucleic acids. An accompanying laboratory component involves computer modeling with addition lectures on molecular modeling and genetic algorithms. Proteins as nature's molecular robots, and DNA/RNA, the genetic material. From genetic code to protein structure. Experimental approaches to understanding macromolecules, models, model-working, and computer simulations. Visualizing three-dimensional structures.
Proteins and Nucleic Acids. (Rose)
Proteins as nature's molecular robots, and DNA/RNA, the genetic material. From genetic code to protein structure. Experimental approaches to understanding macromolecules, models, modelworking, and computer simulations. Visualizing three-dimensional structures.
• Physical Chemistry of Biological Macromolecules. (Garcia-Moreno) This course emphasizes principles of thermodynamics, statistical thermodynamics and kinetics in the study o the physical basis of macromolecular structure. A substantial section is devoted to demonstrating how complex biological behavior such as the life cycle of bacteriophage lambda, can be understood baed on rigorous knowledge of the energetics and kinetics of interaction among the key participating macromolecules that regulate gene experession.
• Statistical Mechanics of Biological Systems. (Sun) We discuss the dynamics of many-body systems and draw general conclusions that motivat the basic principles of statistical mechanics. The connection between statistical mechanics with thermodynamics is made, and applications to proteins and membranes are presented. Computer simulations of these systems are discussed extensively. Finally, we examine some models of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics and apply them to ion channels and molecular motors.
• Structure and Chemistry of Lipid Bilayers. (Woolf) This course focuses on the structure, physical properties, and chemistry of lipids and lipid membranes. Methods for studying lipid membranes will be discussed in detail, including experimental approaches, theoretical (analytical) calculations, and computational methods. Complex behavior of lipid membranes, including pore formation and membrane fusion, and the interaction of ions and water with membranes will also be examined.
• Fundamentals of Membrane Physiology. (Woolf) This course focuses on the foundations of modern membrane physiology. General concepts for understanding potentials across membranes, including the Nernst equation and the HodkinHuxley formalism, will be presented, followed by a detailed discussion of ion channels and membrane transporters. Pathological conditions associated with ion channel or transporter malfunction and advances in network analysis of membrane signaling will also be covered.
• Feedback Control of Biological Signaling Pathways. (Iglesias) This course examines the use of feedback control in engineering systems and searches for counterparts in biological signaling networks. Some knowledge of mathematical modeling techniques in biology is required, so a part of the course will be devoted to introducing dynamical systems theory and control, and modeling biochemical networks.
• Systems Biology of Cell Regulation. (Levchenko) Recent advances in Systems Biology research of intracellular processes are explored in depth through extensive review and analysis of the corresponding computational models and experimental techniques. Examples include modeling and experimental studies of metabolic, genetic, signal transduction and cell cycle regulation networks. The classes alternate between consideration of network-driven and network element-driven approaches.
• Feedback control in biological signaling pathways. (Iglesias) Biological signaling pathways are composed of large "networks" of interconnected molecular components, many of which involve considerable feedback and are highly nonlinear. The subsystems comprising the network are subject to control by many independent events, and thus defy attempts to describe clear cut cause-and-effect relationships. Because of these features, the complete understanding of how these systems work presents a problem of daunting complexity to researchers. Feedback control theory is commonly used in engineering practice as a means of regulating man-made systems. In this course we study biological signaling pathways using the tools of control systems.
• Protein Bioinformatics. (Ruczinski) This course provides students with an overview of protein bioinformatics including computational and experimental approaches.
• Chemical Engineering Principles I. (Vlachos) This three-credit course covers basics of linear algebra and differential equations. One module of the course focuses on time scale analysis of ordinary differential equations and algebraic equations. Topics among others include dimensional analysis, sensitivity analysis, flux analysis, principal component analysis, regular and singular perturbation methods, computational singular perturbation, low dimensional manifold theory, matched asymptotics, computer-aided model reduction. This material forms the backbone of multiscale analysis of deterministic models.
• Chemical Engineering Principles II. (Vlachos) This four-credit course is modular with typical modules including partial differential equations and tensor analysis, stochastic modeling, design of experiments, probability and statistics. In one of the modules, Vlachos focuses on stochastic Monte Carlo simulation along with its temporal acceleration, such as t-leap, stochastic low dimensional manifolds and computational singular perturbation, and Langevin dynamics. In both courses, several biological examples are presented.
Additional programmatic accomplishments during the first three years include: 
Structure of the Training Program
The training program requirements were established during the three-year start-up of the Institute as outlined below, which included some minor modifications to take into account special cases for individuals at institutions other than Johns Hopkins because of the smaller numbers of faculty and fellows involved.
IMMBI fellows were required to demonstrate proficiency in biochemistry, molecular and cell biology, and in engineering analysis, numerical methods, and simulations. Lecture courses were offered to provide the necessary instruction in these areas, and student enrolment for these courses were determined on a case-by-case basis depending on their educational backgrounds. These courses were co-listed at the participating institutions, and distributed via the distance learning capabilities available at these institutions. Course material was also web-accessible to all IMMBI fellows and faculty.
Pre-doctoral fellows were required to have two faculty co-mentors to reflect complementary multiscale modeling/simulation and analysis components to the proposed doctoral research. In an external review of the IMMBI program by DOE staff at the end of second year, the review panel recommended that the selection of research co-mentors and projects also allow for an experimental component to be included in some cases. Therefore, pre-doctoral fellows were permitted to design a collaboration of faculty co-mentors in which one would contribute a multiscale modeling/simulation and analysis component and the other would contribute an experimental component to the research.
It was our experience that the requirement of dual mentors is the most effective way to promote faculty interactions and long-term collaborations. In addition, the research progress of every predoctoral fellow was reviewed annually by an IMMBI research review committee. This review committee consisted of three standing faculty members, faculty co-mentors, and any additional faculty members deemed by the review committee to be appropriate for the fellow and his or her research project. This annual review also contributed to promoting faculty collaborations.
Curricular requirements in the training program were kept to a minimum to allow pre-doctoral fellows to pursue a curriculum uniquely structured to individual needs and interests. This philosophy worked well for the first two classes of IMMBI pre-doctoral fellows, especially in light of their diverse educational backgrounds.
Eight post-doctoral fellows were recruited into IMMBI during the initial three-year funding cycle with the primary goal to foster research collaborations among the IMMBI faculty. In many cases, the fellowships did successfully initiate new collaborations among the faculty. We concluded, however, that the initial two-year commitment to pre-doctoral fellows with the requirement of faculty co-mentors provides a better vehicle for fostering research collaborations compared to the one-year postdoctoral fellowships.
Program integration was an important consideration in the initial three-year funding cycle, since IMMBI fellows were distributed across different academic departments on several campuses at multiple institutions. Numerous steps were taken to avoid the isolation, fragmentation, or simple disorganization in this environment. For example, academic advising for all pre-doctoral fellows was provided by a select group of IMMBI faculty during their first two years in the program. IMMBI funding was also provided funding to allow pre-doctoral fellows to spend a semester in residence in a faculty research laboratory at another institution. A full-time academic coordinator for the Institute distributed information about activities in the different academic departments and institutions -e.g., special seminars co-sponsored by IMMBI, or departmental seminars that might have been of special interest to IMMBI fellows and faculty -and coordinated various IMMBI activities, such the annual retreat and the Inaugural Lectures. Oral presentations of work accomplished in the laboratory rotations also brought together IMMBI fellows and faculty.
During its three-year start-up, the Institute was formally directed by Professor Paulaitis, and codirected by Professors Garcia-Moreno at Hopkins and Lenhoff at Delaware. In practice, all three served as co-directors when Professor Paulaitis moved to Ohio State University, although he did maintain joint appointments in Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering and Biophysics at Hopkins, and commuted biweekly between Ohio State and Hopkins. Professor Iglesias was added as an Institute co-director in the second year of the program. The IMMBI Steering Committee consisted of Professors Chirikjian, Amzel, Barrick, Woolf and the co-directorsProfessors Garcia-Moreno, Paulaitis, Lenhoff, and Iglesias -was also established and functioned to set the policies and the direction of the Institute.
Because the Institute spanned multiple institutions, a highly centralized decision making process was neither practical nor desirable. The main responsibilities of the co-directors, Professors Paulaitis but primarily Garcia-Moreno and Iglesias at Hopkins and Professor Lenhoff at Delaware were to carry out the policies of the Institute on a day-to-day basis. In addition, IMMBI faculty members located on other campuses served as additional academic advisors to the fellows in this program, and as such, have monitored academic progress and addressed minor issues in an informal and more personal way. We found this management structure worked well.
The first formal, external review of the IMMBI program was conducted on May 24, 2006 . The external review panel consisted of Drs. Anil Deane, Christine Chalk, and John Houghton from DOE, and Professors Julie Mitchell and Michael Colvin, Directors of the two other DOE-funded Institutes at the University of Wisconsin and the University of California-Merced, respectively. Based on the constructive assessment we received about the program at that time, plans were put in place to expand the review panel was to include faculty from other universities and scientific leaders in computational biology at industrial laboratories.
